Abstract-Assigning heterogeneous tasks to workers is an important challenge of crowdsourcing platforms. Current approaches to task assignment have primarily focused on contentbased approaches, qualifications, or work history. We propose an alternative and complementary approach that focuses on what capabilities workers employ to perform tasks. First, we model various tasks according to the human capabilities required to perform them. Second, we capture the capability traces of the crowd workers performance on existing tasks. Third, we predict performance of workers on new tasks to make task routing decisions, with the help of capability traces. We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach on three different tasks including fact verification, image comparison, and information extraction. The results demonstrate that we can predict worker's performance based on worker capabilities. We also highlight limitations and extensions of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Crowdsourcing has emerged as a powerful paradigm for solving complex problems at large scale with the help of people [1] . Crowdsourcing has been fuelled by the rapid development in web technologies that facilitate contributions from millions of online users [2] . Practitioners in the crowdsourcing community have grouped web-based platforms into four groups 1 , as shown in Table I . Microtask platforms are used for outsourcing small tasks that can be completed within minutes by an average online user. Macrotask platforms are designed to manage large projects requiring weeks or months of effort, possibly with multiple skilled people. Crowdfunding platforms allow people to gather money from the crowd, for a specific project or cause, generally against some kind of recognition for the contribution. Contest platforms allow organizations to solicit best solutions, designs, or ideas by offering rewards for winning entries. The scope of this paper is limited to the microtask platforms, therefore the terms microtask and task will be used interchangeably. The methods described here may also be applicable to macrotask platforms.
Microtask platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk 2 and CrowdFlower 3 enable access to large numbers of readily available online workers. On one side, this enables researchers to quickly collect large amounts to human labeled datasets at low costs. For example, human judgements of relevance between search engine queries and results [2] . On the other side, software programmers can outsource simple data processing tasks such as verification of matching between two database entities [2] . The growing number of crowdsourcing applications and platforms poses challenges in terms of interoperability, workforce management, and quality assurance.
Generally crowd workers tend to select large numbers of microtasks, in order to maximize their earnings [3] . This behavior can result in low quality of work due to the mismatch between worker capabilities and task requirements. Existing methods for quality control either user ground truth data or expert review. These methods generally occur after the completion of tasks, therefore requiring re-submission of low quality tasks. After-the-fact quality control is expensive in terms of both time and cost. The problem is especially difficult for subjective or open ended tasks. Microtask platforms also provide qualifications for filtering workers, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk. Qualification is based on metrics such as percentage of rewarded tasks and number of completed tasks. Nonetheless, there can be high variability in the quality of work due to the differences of skills, knowledge, abilities, and other characteristics of the crowd workers [4] .
Recently there has been an increase in the efforts directed towards investigating better ways of assigning tasks to appropriate workers. The objective of task routing is to improve the quality through assignment, before a worker performs the task. A variety of approaches have been proposed to address task routing problem in crowdsourcing. An approaches matches social network profile of worker with the task contents for making routing decisions [5] . Interaction tracing approaches aim to predict the future performance of a worker by capturing log of events within the task interface [6] , [7] . Although appropriate for their particular contexts these approaches are difficult to generalize for environments with heterogeneous tasks and workers. In this work, we aim to develop a general theory of human task performance in heterogeneous crowdsourcing environments. Specifically, we are interested in heterogeneity due to the knowledge, skills, or abilities required from crowd workers.
We present a capability-centric approach for analyzing and predicting human performance on heterogeneous tasks in crowdsourcing platforms. Workers employ specific capabilities to perform tasks in a particular context, which may be useful for predicting worker performance in another context. For example, if a worker has performed well on the task of tagging images then she might also perform well on the task of image comparison, as compared to the task of text translation. Conversely, she may require less training for visual skills as compared to linguistic skills. Using this information about a worker's capabilities the crowdsourcing platform can make intelligent routing decisions.
In this paper, we examine whether the worker's capabilities, as they are been employed, can be used to predict the quality of worker's responses on different tasks in the future. The specific contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A capability requirements approach for modeling heterogeneous tasks in a crowdsourcing platform. A taxonomy of worker capabilities for microtasks, based on the capability requirements analysis of two popular crowdsourcing platforms.
• A probabilistic model for profiling worker capabilities and for predicting worker performance on new tasks. The model is further utilized for making task assignment decisions.
• Evaluation of the proposed approach for three different task contexts. The results demonstrate the applicability of proposed approach for predicting worker performance on heterogeneous tasks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an research background for task analysis and worker modeling. Section III describes the taxonomic approach for associating worker capabilities with microtasks. Section IV details the probabilistic model for profiling workers capabilities based on their performance of tasks. Section V reports the results of the experiment performed for the evaluation of proposed approach. Section VI provides an overview of related research work. Section VII concludes the paper with the summary of results, limitations, and future work.
II. BACKGROUND
Researchers in behavioral sciences have been actively working on human task performance for decades. They have extensively defined and categorized several human capabilities through empirical and theoretical methods [8] . For instance, Fleishman studied the effects of cognitive, psycho-motor, and physical abilities of pilots on their task performance. The objective of these categorizations was to support researchers and practitioners in developing systems and theories, that utilize various conditions of training, performance, and transfer of learning. We share the same vision in the context of crowdsourcing research. We endeavor to apply the vast body of knowledge from behavioral sciences to the study of human performance in crowdsourcing platforms, specifically for microtask platforms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to bring these fields together.
A. Task Routing
Routing of tasks to appropriate workers based on their suitability is a well known problem in business process management, also know as the personnel selection problem in organizational psychology. Comparatively the task routing problem has been studied less in the crowdsourcing and human computation research [9] - [11] . Nonetheless, there are three major aspects of task routing in crowdsourcing plafrorms, as shown in Fig. 1 .
1) Task modeling:
This is the process of identifying characteristics of a task that can help in determining the best workers for a task. A task can be modeled either in terms of the required actions, activities, and operations [12] or the human abilities needed to perform the task [13] . For instance, an audio transcription task involves two activities; listening to audio and writing the text. The same task requires oral comprehension and written expression capabilities from the workers. In this paper, we follow the latter approach where a task in modeled in terms of the capability requirements.
2) Worker profiling:
This process is concerned with identifying and gathering information about worker's characteristics to support routing decisions. Worker profile information can be generated by observing worker's performance on test tasks [14] , observing worker's interaction patterns [6] , or retrieving worker's information from external documents [15] . In this paper, we follow a task performance based approach for profiling a worker's capabilities. Extraction of specific data or information from content paper, we propose a probabilistic approach for predicting performance of workers on future tasks and making routing decisions.
B. Worker Capability
Since the tasks are modeled according to the human capabilities, an appropriate definition of capabilities is needed. We base the definitions according to the previous research work on Occupational Information Systems [17] and Human Capability Frameworks [18] .
Capability is defined as the ability of humans to do things in terms of both the capacity and the opportunity. There are four types of capabilities described in the literature [17] , [18] .
1)
Knowledge is the collection of discrete but related facts and information about a particular domain that is acquired through formal education or accumulated through experience. Alternatively, it is the body of information applied directly to the performance of a specific task. 2) Skill is the proficiency needed to perform a task that is developed through practice. 3) Ability is the capacity to engage in a specific behavior and it is considered to be stable over time. 4) Other characteristics can include miscellaneous factors such as motivation, attitude, and social relations.
Opportunity refers to the option available to a person to use his/her capabilities for performing a task, possibly in return of a reward. Reward is the benefit gained from the use of capabilities, while performing tasks, when given the opportunity [18] . Matching covers the process of comparing capabilities and opportunities for the finding the suitability between worker and task [18] .
III. CAPABILITIES TAXONOMY FOR MICROTASKS
This section describes the capability requirements approach for modeling tasks in microtask platforms. The capability requirements approach focuses on what the human workers are able to do. Therefore, a task is described in terms of the capabilities employed by a worker whilst performing it. We identified common tasks found in two microtask platforms, to model the capability requirements of tasks. Table II highlights the common tasks along with their description. Each of these tasks is then compared and contrasted with the a list of human capabilities.
The list of possible human capabilities can be extensive including domain knowledge, skills, and abilities. Therefore, a taxonomy of human capabilities that are relevant the crowdsourcing and microtask platforms is needed. The general objective of such taxonomy is to help in standardizing the methods of studying human performance and in generalizing the methods to new tasks. Specifically, we are interested in the use of capabilities taxonomy for establishing similarities between heterogeneous tasks. Such taxonomy can further help is defining groups of tasks with similar capability requirements and finding the most suitable match of people to tasks.
We adapt a well defined taxonomy of basic human abilities, developed by Fleishman et al. [13] , for the capabilities needed for common tasks in microtask platforms. Fleishman's taxonomy groups 52 relatively enduring human abilities into three broad areas; cognitive, psycho-motor, and physical. We have identified the 8 abilities that are relevant to the microtask platforms, by reviewing descriptions of common tasks. The following list provides definitions of the identified abilities:
• Comprehension (C): The ability to understand the meaning or importance of something
The ability to speak and understand two languages
• Writing (W ): The ability or capacity to write text in a given language
The ability or capacity to compare things based on some criteria
• Judgment (J): The act or process of judging; the formation of an opinion after consideration
• Perception (P ): The ability or capacity to perceive items visually or phonetically
The process of recognizing something • Reasoning (R): The ability to draw conclusions from facts, evidence, relationships, etc. Table III shows the mapping matrix of identified human abilities versus the common tasks. The capabilities defined in our taxonomy are either cognitive or perceptual, as most of the microtasks in current crowdsourcing platforms involve these kind of abilities. A detailed comparison of our taxonomy and Fleishman's taxonomy is provided in Table V for reference. IV. CAPABILITY TRACING Thus far we have described common tasks in microtask platforms, as well as the human capabilities required to perform those tasks. Given the capability requirements of tasks, there is a need to model the performance of tasks by worker as they employ the capabilities. Analysis of the relationship between the capabilities and the outcome of task can help measure and predict the performance of workers across heterogeneous tasks. This section describes a probabilistic approach for modeling capabilities of a worker as they as employ for performing tasks. The approach is inspired by the technique called knowledge tracing [19] . Knowledge tracing is used in tutoring systems to estimate the probability of a student knowing a skill given the observations of her attempting to utilize the skill during test tasks. First, we discuss the capability tracing model and its parameters. Then, we demonstrate its use for predicting performance of worker based on the capabilities associated with tasks.
Similar to knowledge tracing, we model the capability as a latent binary variable. A worker's overall capabilities is assumed to be a set of these latent binary variables. Each latent variable is updated based on the correctness of the observed evidence of a capability employed by the worker. The evidence is based on the test tasks associated with the capability in question. The model further assumes that the observation of evidence is also a binary variable, which indicates whether the worker's response to a task is correct or incorrect. 
Not learned Learned
Correct Incorrect Figure 2 . The probabilistic network model of a worker learning to apply a capability while performing tasks. The two states of binary variable for the learned capability of worker are represented with circles. The two possible observations of capability being applied correctly are shown as boxes.
transition from "Not learned" state to "Learned" state, however vice versa is not possible. In the "Not learned" state the worker can correctly apply the capability by guess. The worker can incorrectly apply the capability even when in the "Learned" state, which is called the slip. There are four parameters in the capability tracing model for each capability of a worker, as described below:
The initial probability of a worker being capable of successfully employing the capability.
• p(T ): The probability of worker moving from not learned to learned state when given the opportunity to employ the capability.
• p(G): The probability of guess i.e. the evidence of task performance in correct when the worker have not learned to employ the capability.
• p(S): The probability of slip i.e. the evidence of task performance is incorrect even when the worker has learned to employ the capability.
Given the parameters of model for all capabilities, the worker's profile of capabilities is updated after each observation of worker performing a task. If a worker employs the capability correctly then p(L n |O + n ), the conditional probability of the worker learning to employ the capability, is updated as follows
If the worker employs the capability incorrectly then p(L n |O − n ), the conditional probability, is updated as follows
Using the above two conditional probabilities, the probability of a worker learning to employ the capability is updated using the following equation: Note that p(L n ) = p(L n−1 ) for a capability that is not employed for the observed task. Given p(L n ) for the capability of worker, the future performance of worker for a new task is predicted using the following equation:
Since a task can require more that one capabilities then the performance of worker is predicted based on the set of capabilities C, as follows:
V. EXPERIMENT
A. Experiment Settings
In order to evaluate the capability tracing model, we created an ad-hoc collection of tasks. The collection is based on 10 Wikipedia articles about popular actors and actresses. The article were manually selected to include artists from US and India, to cover the knowledge of international films. The task collection consists of three different types of tasks, as described below:
• Fact Verification Task involves verification of 5 candidate facts about an artist by comparing them with the corresponding Wikipedia article, as shown in Fig. 3 . The candidate facts were generated from each Wikipedia article, which included both correct and incorrect facts.
• Image Comparison Task requires workers to compare the image of an artist on corresponding Wikipedia article with 3 candidate images, to judge if the person is same. The candidate images were collected from the Web to ensure similarity with Wikipedia image.
• Information Extraction Task asks workers to extract certain entities from Wikipedia article i.e. the list of all cities where an artist has lived.
The ground truth for each set of tasks was created manually by expert editors. The ground truth was used both for training the capability tracing model and evaluation of correctness of worker responses.
Crowdsourcing was performed through a purpose built web application. Crowd workers were hired by asking students to participate through a university wide email and by asking workers on a microtask platform 4 through a proxy task. A total of 34 people participated in the experiment. The workers were asked to complete all three types of tasks. Although all workers completed Fact Verification tasks, only 20 workers complete both Fact Verification and Image Comparison tasks, and 17 workers completed all three types of tasks. The workers were further asked to specify if they were knowledgeable about films from US and/or India. Out of all workers, 32% were knowledgeable about films from both US and India, 41% about films from US only, and 24% about films from India only.
In the following, we present two parts of the experiment focused on solicitation of capability requirements of tasks and evaluation of the capability tracing model. The underlying objective of both parts is to demonstrate the utility of proposed capability-centric approach for modeling tasks and worker performance in crowdsourcing platforms.
B. Task Capabilities
Given that the capability requirements approach maps each task with the appropriate human capabilities, we asked workers to choose the capabilities from the capabilities taxonomy that are important for each task. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of crowd opinion about the capability requirements of tasks, among the set the workers who completed all the three types of tasks. As can be seen, more than majority of workers believed that identification capability is essential for all three types of tasks. Majority of workers also agreed that the judgment and comprehension capabilities are important for the Fact Verification task. In the case of the Image Comparison task most workers specified that comparison and perception are important as well. There is general consensus between workers that comprehension, judgment and reasoning capabilities are also useful for Information Extraction tasks. We selected top-3 capabilities for each type of task for building capability tracing models.
C. Performance Prediction
In this section, we present the results of experiments designed to illustrate the utility of capability tracing model. In order to calculate the correctness of a worker's response to a task (i.e. selected facts, images, and/or cities) we compared it with the ground truth, assuming that the ground truth provides the correct response of each task. Considering that the true positive (tp) are the cases when both worker and ground truth select the item, true negative (tn) are the cases when both do not select the item, false positive (f p) are the cases when worker selects the item which is not selected by ground truth, and false negative (f n) the worker fails to select the item which is selected by ground truth. Subsequently, we calculate three evaluation metrics: precision as P = tp/(tp+f p), recall as R = tp/(tp+f n), and accuracy as A = (tp + tn)/(tp + tn + f p + f n). Fig. 5 shows the distribution of workers in terms of precision and recall, for three types of tasks. As can be seen, workers are generally precise in there responses but there is variation across complete range of recall. The best workers perform with both precision and recall above 0.8. Interestingly, no worker achieved the highest recall for the information extraction task, which highlights the difference between workers and ground truth in terms of the entities extracted from the Wikipedia articles. Nevertheless, these distributions emphasize that in order to achieve high accuracy tasks should be assigned to workers that lie in the top-right quadrant of the plots.
The second aim of the experiment was to compare the quality of prediction of capability tracing, in terms of the predicted correctness of worker responses to the tasks. Following routing strategies were compared:
• Accuracy (AC) is the baseline approach that considers the previous accuracy of worker's responses as the indicator of predicted correctness of future tasks. Therefore in this case p(correct n+1 = A, where A is worker accuracy on observed tasks.
• Capability Tracing (CT) uses the capability tracing model to predicting performance of workers. The correctness of worker response to new tasks is calculated according to Equation 3.
We used Bayesian knowledge tracing tool available at PSLC DataShop 5 for building capability tracing models. The model was fitted to training data using the EM algorithm. Furthermore, the values of model parameters were set to
We compare the predicted correctness of worker response for new tasks with the actual correctness according to ground truth. Table IV shows the comparison of baseline and capability tracing, where the workers' capabilities are observed on one type of task and their performance is predicted on another type of task. For instance, the capability tracing model was trained using worker's observed data on Fact Verification task. Then the Image Comparison tasks were predicted using p(correct n+1 ) i.e. probability of a worker correctly applying a capability on new task. Results show that the capability tracing approach is comparable to the baseline approach in general and achieves better accuracy of prediction between similar tasks. The Fact Verification and Information Extraction tasks have similar capabilities requirements, therefore capability tracing can better predict the performance of workers between them. The drop in prediction quality of capability tracing for Image Comparison task can be attributed to the little variation is the performance of workers on this task. VI. RELATED WORK
In this section we review the related literature in crowdsourcing and human computation research along two areas: user & performance modeling and task routing.
A. User & Performance Modelling
Karam et al. [20] have defined a meta-data model to represent various aspects of users in human computation applications, such as social profiles, activity history, actions, etc. Rzeszotarski and Kittur [6] defined users models using the logs of user interaction events such as clicks, keystrokes, focus time, etc. Gomez and Laidlaw [7] developed a framework to support user interface design decision based on interaction histories from crowds. In its current state, most of the user modeling research in crowdsourcing is limited to either representation models or event logging frameworks. This paper presents a complementary approach that models a worker in terms of human capabilities employed while performing crowd sourced tasks.
Moris et al. [21] have studied the effects of priming on task performance in microtask platforms. The study found that by using primes like images and music the performance of crowd workers can be improved in the short term. Le et at. [22] investigated the effects of initial worker training for improving the quality of microtasks, specifically for relevance judgement tasks. Rogstadius et al. [23] examined the relationship between worker motivation and task performance in crowdsourcing markets. By comparison, this work categorizes tasks in terms of human capabilities while considering worker performance on heterogeneous tasks.
B. Task Routing
Matching between tasks and workers has been an active area of research among crowdsourcing and human computation. Law et al. [24] studied the effects of self-rated expertise, interests, confidence and understanding, on pull based task selection by crowd workers. The study remained limited to relevance judgment tasks only. Zhang et al. [25] proposed peer routing, a rules-based method of incentive calculation that encouraged people to jointly contribute the task solution and make the routing decisions. Peer routing relies on worker's assessment of other workers, as opposed to worker's specific capabilities discussed in this paper. Ho and Vaughan [26] formalized the task assignment problem in online setting for heterogeneous tasks in crowdsourcing markets. They also proposed an online algorithm that is competitive to the offline version of assignment algorithm. Our approach is complementary to these assignment algorithms as this worker focuses on the actual human capabilities for microtasks.
The task routing problem has also been studied in the context of online communities websites. Zhou et al. [27] combined three approaches to profiling users, based on information available in online question answering systems, for actively pushing question to appropriate users. The value of intelligent task routing in community maintained knowledge system has been demonstrated in recent studies [28] . We attempt to study the capabilities for human task performance, instead of explaining the human behaviour in a specific kind of crowdsourcing system.
VII. CONCLUSION
First this paper presents a taxonomy of worker capabilities in crowdsourcing platforms for microtasks. The taxonomy is based on well-established work on human abilities and performance in behavioural sciences research. We have provided a mapping of capabilities taxonomy with commonly found microtasks in existing online marketplaces. We also compare the capabilities taxonomy with the Fleishmans taxonomy of human abilities. The taxonomy is first step towards an effective categorization of microtasks that can be used to reason about performance and learning of workers in crowdsourcing platforms.
Second this paper introduces and evaluates capability tracing, a technique for measuring latent capabilities or workers to make inferences about their performance on heterogeneous tasks. We demonstrate a generalized approach to worker performance analysis, by analysing microtasks according to the capabilities required from workers. We use Bayesian networks to model different states of worker capabilities. Using this probabilistic model we predict worker performance of new tasks. We evaluate the capability tracing approach with the help of three different microtasks. The results show that the proposed approach is comparable with the baseline approach in terms accuracy.
Future work on worker capabilities and performance modelling is to be done in several areas of microtask platforms. So far, we have focus on task performance from a human ability point of view. Knowledge and skill constitute another type of human capabilities that are relatively unstable overtime as compared to basic human abilities. As a next step we would like to study these capabilities in specific applications of crowdsourcing. There is a large body of knowledge in cognitive science and educational data mining fields that may provide the foundational theory required for this purpose.
Finally, promoting learning through active feedback and practice can help improve the quality of worker output and serve as a motivating factor. The research work on intelligent tutoring systems can provide starting point in terms of theory and practice. Furthermore, developing standard tests for capabilities can help generalize worker performance across multiple domains and applications. 
